ENTERPRISE-WIDE
WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT
Two Powerful Workflow Management Solutions

With the virtually seamless integration of PRISMAdirect and uniFLOW, your organization can now manage both its office print and in-plant print production workflows using one integrated system. Leveraging these two powerful solutions—one dedicated for enterprise and the other for production print management—your organization can improve document workflows, enable a unified budget for all print services, and streamline operations.

uniFLOW

uniFLOW is Canon’s industry-leading print and scan management solution. It can save your organization time and money by providing effective controls over your entire printer and multifunction fleet.

**Benefits**
- Control and help reduce print and copy costs by tracking all document-related activity.
- Allow access control through log-in mechanisms.
- Increase employee productivity by providing easy mobile print capabilities and diverse scan workflows.
- Improve environmental performance by reducing paper waste.
- Customize uniFLOW to fit the needs of any size organization.

PRISMAdirect

PRISMAdirect is a complete order and production print workflow management solution that helps streamline your print production workflows, from order intake through production management. It is both user-friendly and highly customizable.

**Benefits**
- Simplify order acquisition with targeted store fronts.
- Manage orders containing print and/or non-print items.
- Generate reports that can help you gain insight into your operation.
- Web-based user interface for easy deployment.
- Simplify make-ready with standard imposition templates.
- Combine with PRISMAprepare,* the all-in-one, make-ready solution for elaborate composition, content, image, color, layout, media, and production prepress.

* PRISMAprepare requires a separate purchase.
ONE INTEGRATED SYSTEM WITH IMPRESSIVE BENEFITS

Enjoy the advantages of dedicated enterprise and production print solutions while gaining the benefits of a unified system for your entire organization.

- A common accounting and reporting system to help manage enterprise and production environments
- Easy control and maintenance of user and budget management using uniFLOW as a centralized administration platform
- Enhanced insights into your print-related costs—and better control of them, too
- Greater cost savings for your organization by routing jobs to be printed more economically

ENTERPRISE-WIDE WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?

END USER
Faster, easier, and more efficient processes
- Simultaneous log-in/authentication checking system; no need to log in to two systems.
- Simplified budget management and control with automatic budget checks for print jobs.

PRINT ROOM
Attract more volume to the in-plant print facility
- Route print jobs from office to print room.
- Increase awareness of print room services and simplify order submission with a Web storefront.

IT DEPARTMENTS
Better control and easy management
- Users can be managed in one system.
- One universal driver for submission to both environments.

TOTAL ORGANIZATION
Reduce printing costs for the entire organization
- Route jobs to be printed more economically.
Gain insight into business
- Consolidated accounting and reporting enabled by data exchange between uniFLOW and PRISMAdirect.

* For a detailed list of compatible devices, please contact your Canon Authorized Dealer.
The product modules and services listed below are minimum requirements for Canon’s integrated Enterprise-Wide Workflow Management solution.

### uniFLOW
- uniFLOW Server Edition (Workgroup, Business, Corporate, or Enterprise) V5.4 SR2 or higher
- uniFLOW Application Connector Module
- uniFLOW Statistics Module (for accounting, reporting, and budgeting)

### PRISMAdirect
- PRISMAdirect V1.3 or higher
- PRISMAdirect uniFLOW Connector

### Professional Services
- Professional services required for uniFLOW/PRISMAdirect integration (project management, configuration, implementation, and training).

### Options for Job Submission to the In-Plant Production Print Facility

**At least one required:**
- uniFLOW Universal Driver (PCL XL or PS/PCL5)
  - Supports only certain print job attributes
  - Requires the optional uniFLOW Rules and Routing Module (configuration-dependent)
  - Requires at least one Job Conversion Instance
  - Requires Professional Services to define automatic job submission rules
- PRISMAdirect storefront
  - Supports more complex job submission as well as order tracking and order history
  - Requires optional PRISMAdirect Webshop

Please consult a Canon Authorized Dealer for detailed requirements and configurations specific to your needs.